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Abstract

Learning Disabilities in the Foreign Language Classroom:

Implications for Reading in Spanish

Sarah Davis Roggero, M.A.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2009

Supervisor: Lia Plakans

The purpose of this report is to inform foreign language (FL) educators about

students with learning disabilities (LD) so that instruction can better serve their needs. It

applies this to Spanish FL education in the United States, examining reading performance

due to the role of reading in academic success and the prevalence of reading LD. The

report outlines reading models and the cognitive processes within these approaches to

explain how students read. With this understanding, the report examines LD, focusing on

the role of phonemic awareness in L1 and FL reading. It analyzes reading instruction in

English and Spanish in order to evaluate existing FL strategies and propose new

interventions. From this report, educators should gain an understanding of how LD in

reading impacts FL and how reading could be better addressed in the Spanish FL

classroom.
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LEARNING DISABILITIES IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE
CLASSROOM: IMPLICATIONS FOR READING IN SPANISH

Chapter 1: Introduction

Enrollment in foreign language (FL) courses at secondary and collegiate levels

has increased dramatically over the past decade (Modern Language Association, 2007).

At the same time, educators have become aware of significant differences and

discrepancies in learning that come from cognitive processes that underlie first language

(L1) development.1 When these learning differences impede satisfactory performance

despite intelligence or the opportunity to learn, they can be diagnosed as learning

disabilities (LD). Currently, many students with LD struggle in the FL classroom

(Hodge, 1998; International Dyslexia Association, 2007a; Lash, 2006; Lazda-Cazers &

Thorson, 2008). Accommodations attempt to support them, but most policies are limited

to substitutions or course waivers. Instead of eliminating FL education for students with

LD, educators must develop interventions to better address learner needs. To do so,

educators must understand the effect of LD on language to know how a student with LD

can be expected to perform in the FL classroom.

The purpose of this report is to inform FL educators about students with LD so

that instruction can better serve their needs. It applies this to Spanish FL education in the

United States, examining reading performance due to the role of reading in academic

1 The field of education tends to use the terms native language (NL) and foreign language (FL), with the
latter specific to languages learned at school with limited exposure outside of the classroom. The field of
second language acquisition prefers the terms L1 for the first language acquired (usually the language
spoken at home) and L2 for subsequent languages, independent of how they are learned. This report will
use the terms L1, L2, and FL when L2 is specific to classroom language education.
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success and the prevalence of reading LD. First, the report reviews FL education,

explaining why many students take FL courses and why these courses are particularly

important for LD students. It also looks at the unique situation of Spanish FL education.

Then, the report outlines reading models and cognitive processes to explain how students

read. With this, the report examines learning disabilities, focusing on the role of

phonemic awareness in L1 and FL reading. It analyzes reading instruction in English and

Spanish in order to evaluate existing FL strategies and propose new interventions. From

this report, educators should gain an understanding of how LD in reading impacts FL and

how reading could be better addressed in the Spanish FL classroom.

My experience with learning disabilities began my first day teaching intermediate

Spanish at a high school in California. The school claimed to support all students, but

accommodations such as preferential seating, copied notes, and extended time on tests

did little for two of my students. One had been diagnosed with LD at age 16 (much older

than most who are identified in early elementary school). The other spoke Spanish at

home but struggled to read it, just as she struggled to read English. I quickly realized that

I needed to alter my instruction to serve their needs, yet I found few resources on how to

support them. This report is my attempt to better understand the nature of reading, and

thus the implications for reading instruction, for FL learners with LD. To approach this

task, I looked at one of the primary elements of English language instruction--phonemic

awareness--because of its prevalence in LD literature on reading. I then looked at how

phonemic awareness impacted FL reading and Spanish L1 reading in an attempt to

generalize the role of phonemic awareness in the Spanish FL classroom.
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Chapter 2: Foreign Language Education

Students enroll in FL courses for multiple reasons, ranging from personal interest

to academic requirement. They may value learning a FL because they seek global

opportunities or a deeper cultural understanding. Students may want to broaden their

business prospects, enjoy literature as originally written, or worship in a heritage

language. Others may recognize cognitive benefits, such as a better understanding of

their first language or improved concentration and motivation (Crombie, 1997). Or,

students may simply enjoy the FL classroom and language-learning activities.

Yet most students, especially in public schools, do not enroll in FL courses

because they want to; they enroll because they have to. With FL coursework often

required for high school graduation, college acceptance, and even college graduation,

students risk limiting their educational opportunities if they receive low marks, cannot

pass, or are excused from FL courses (Abrams, 2008; Lash, 2006). Waivers seem more

attractive than a lowered grade point average, but they also do many LD students a

disservice because they excuse coursework that students may need for future educational

pursuits. If a high school waives students from the FL requirement, but a college requires

FL study for acceptance, then the student will be unable to continue with higher

education. This is not a hypothetical situation: California allows students to elect one

year of FL or fine arts coursework for high school graduation. Yet the California State

University and the University of California systems require two years of foreign language

study for admission (Lash, 2006). To remedy this problem, FL educators must provide
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accommodations and interventions so that students with LD can be successful language

learners.

It should be noted that FL education differs from L1 acquisition and L2

acquisition. Most significantly, FL education is limited to a few hours a week in the

classroom whereas L2 acquisition comes from extensive environmental exposure to the

target language usually outside of the school setting. Also, students are generally older

when introduced to the FL. Some begin in elementary or middle school, but most begin

in high school (Lash, 2006). Their age implies that FL students are literate in their L1

prior to studying a FL. They have ideas about the way language works as well as their

individual language abilities. If they have struggled to read in their L1, they may expect

similar difficulties with a FL. This, coupled with limited instructional hours and

language exposure in FL education makes LD an even bigger obstacle in the FL than in

the L1.

In theory, L2 acquisition assumes varying degrees of fluency and an

incompleteness of second language knowledge across all learners (Gass & Selinker,

2008). Fossilization and stabilization describe stages within the L2 continuum that

impede L1-like acquisition. Unlike L1 acquisition, few students are expected to fully

acquire a second language. While FL coursework hopes to lead students towards

proficiency, it does not expect that students will master the target language solely through

instruction (Arries, 1999). While this continuum does not make learning an FL easier for

students with LD, it does mean that performance on the lower end of the spectrum is still

acceptable.
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For students in the United States, Spanish FL coursework presents a special case

due to the prevalence and nature of the language. With 52.2% of college and university

FL students enrolled in Spanish, it is by far the most popular language studied (Modern

Language Association, 2007). The same is true at the high school level (College Board,

2008). Thus, Spanish is the most common FL option, and will most likely be offered to

students, including those with LD.

Additionally, students in Spanish FL courses are a unique population due to the

varying degrees of Spanish exposure outside the classroom. Because Spanish is the

second most widely spoken language in the United States after English (Bergman, 2003),

it is likely that some students will have some contact with the language outside of class.

Few represent the traditional FL student with no target-language contact (Carrasquillo,

1998). Many will be heritage language (HL) learners, or students who possess some

Spanish skills because it is spoken at home. HL students have varying proficiencies and

often have not had previous literacy instruction in Spanish; in this sense, they are likely to

be more like FL students who have had little or no exposure to Spanish literacy prior to

being a FL student. However, unlike their native-English speaking peers, HL students

may have less proficient English language skills based on the duration and quality of their

English language instruction. To the extent that they have not yet developed English

(L2) literacy, some HL learners may need reading instruction as well. By addressing the

basic learning needs and building blocks for successful acquisition, FL educators can

ensure successful performance for all students.
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Chapter 3: Reading Approaches

Clearly, reading is important for academic success as students acquire new

knowledge through reading. FL coursework places particular emphasis on reading by

listing it as one of the language skills with speaking, listening, and writing (Omaggio

Hadley, 2000; Ur, 2004). Although FL coursework divides language skills into four

equal categories, FL assessment draws heavily upon literacy. Even if students are

conversationally competent, they may not be able to pass FL tests if they cannot read in

the FL. Thus, a student needs FL reading strategies in order to do well in the class.

In order to understand the effect of LD on FL reading, one must first consider its

effects on L1 reading. Of course, reading is difficult to measure and complicated to

define, which results in multiple approaches to instruction as well as assessment of

reading proficiency. English L1 literature has been divided over the skills approach and

the meaning-emphasis approach. The former views reading as the mechanics of

associating sounds with symbols to identify words, ultimately putting those words

together to gain meaning (Hallahan, Lloyd, Kauffman, Weiss, & Martinez, 2005). The

latter places less emphasis on such skills, instead stressing the role of higher order

thinking to use cues (including non-text items such as pictures) to infer text content and

then assess understanding (Hallahan et al., 2005).

L2 literature makes similar generalizations in naming reading models, looking at

the skills approach as a bottom-up model. Top-down models, on the other hand, state

that background knowledge causes readers to have expectations about a text; the reader

then samples text to confirm or reject those expectations (Grabe & Stoller, 2002). In FL
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literature, top-down models remain text focused; in L1 literature, meaning emphasis

approaches recognize non-text cues, probably because of the prevalence of illustrations in

early reading materials. Still, both add to a more holistic view of reading.

Most research supports bottom-up models, as many of the skills emphasized lead

to fluency. These skills are decoding, or converting printed text to language, and

comprehension, or understanding that language (Hallahan et al., 2005; Honig, Diamond,

& Gutlohn, 2008; Grabe & Stoller, 2002). In order to decode in alphabetic languages

such as English and Spanish, students need to master the alphabetic principle, or the

ability to recognize that sounds correspond to graphemes.2 Upon decoding a printed

word known in their receptive vocabularies, students are expected to associate it with its

meaning. As they do this over a series of known words, they gain fluency, becoming

more automatic and requiring less effort in decoding words. This leads to automatic

word recognition and allows students to direct their attention away from decoding and

towards meaning, or comprehension. As students comprehend text, they use context to

associate meanings with new vocabulary (Hallahan et al., 2005).

Skills models are critiqued for overemphasizing the linear progression of

cognitive processes while ignoring background knowledge that the reader might use to

assist with comprehension. As a response to this, meaning-emphasis and top-down

approaches broaden an understanding of reading to value the use of background

knowledge, inference making, and other cues to further understanding. Thus, top-down

2 A grapheme may be a single letter that corresponds to an individual sound in a word (such as “b” in
“back”) or it may be a combination of letters that correspond to an individual sound (“ck” in “back”). In
English, multiple graphemes often represent a phoneme (the “ck” in “back” is the same sound as the “ch”
in “chemical,” which is the same as the “c” and the “k” in “cook”). The complexity of these
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approaches better describe how students process more subtle messages such as those in

an advertisement or satirical commentary. Such abilities are echoed by FL educators

when they encourage students to develop alternative strategies and a higher tolerance for

ambiguity (Omaggio Hadley, 2000). Not only is this important so that students may read

or communicate with limited FL knowledge, it helps students develop cultural sensitivity

by recognizing non-literal messages. Consequently, meaning emphasis and top-down

approaches do have a role in FL education.

In terms of reading, tolerance for ambiguity helps students develop fluency.

Those who skip over a few unknown words are better able to focus on comprehending

the text, instead of diverting their attention to the unknown word’s meaning. While this

leads to skill building--in line with bottom-up approaches--it does not explain how

readers develop expectations or gain information to form their background knowledge.

Likewise, the meaning-emphasis approach does not outline how students become more

proficient readers or gain understanding when their initial impression of a cue is

incorrect. Thus, these approaches do little to contribute to an understanding of the overall

reading process. Bottom-up skills, such as decoding, are a pre-requisite necessary for

top-down processing.

FL literature promotes more interactive models of reading to reconcile the

weaknesses of top-down and bottom-up approaches. Strict interactive models are

contradictory because the reading processes compete with each other; however, modified

interactive models show that a student will use the strategy most efficient for achieving

graphophonemic relationships gives English a deep orthography. Spanish, on the other hand, has a shallow
orthography and more consistency between graphemes and phonemes.
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the reading task (Grabe & Stoller, 2002). Thus, decoding from a bottom-up model would

be used to read a new word while skimming from a top-down model would be used to

find information in a familiar text.

Similarly, the dominant English L1 perspective combines skills and meaning-

emphasis models to explain reading. The National Institute for Literacy (2003) provides

a comprehensive definition of reading without limiting itself to one model. It defines

reading as:

A complex system of deriving meaning from print that requires all of the

following:

- the skills and knowledge to understand how phonemes, or speech sounds, are

connected to print;

- the ability to decode unfamiliar words;

- the ability to read fluently;

- sufficient background information and vocabulary to foster reading

comprehension;

- the development of appropriate active strategies to construct meaning from

print;

- the development and maintenance of a motivation to read.

This definition places a strong emphasis on skills, as seen in the first three points. It is

less interactive than FL models but still allows for meaning-emphasis approaches.

Interestingly, the last point, which advocates that the reader’s interest also influences

cognitive processes, is often omitted in other reading models. Furthermore, the definition
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is pertinent to educational policy because of the National Institute for Literacy’s support

from the Department of Education.

While interactive models explain reading for those who know already how to do

it, the skills and bottom-up perspectives best describe how students initially learn to read

in their L1, and consequently how beginning readers are taught. Thus, English L1

instruction focuses on five areas:

- phonemic awareness, or the ability to manipulate phonemes in spoken words;

- phonics, or the ability to associate phonemes with graphemes;

- fluency, or the ability to read accurately, quickly, and with prosody;

- vocabulary, or body of word knowledge;

- comprehension, or understanding of what is read. (Armbruster, Lehr, & Osborn,

2001; Hallahan et al., 2005; Honig et al., 2008; National Reading Panel, 2000)

The first two components emphasize the importance of decoding in English. This is

because English has a deep orthography. Without learning the multiple letter/sound

correspondences, students will struggle to recognize the connection between letter

sequences and words in their receptive vocabulary. This interrupts the cycle of reading

skills, slowing down fluency and impeding comprehension.

Spanish L1 literacy instruction places less emphasis on decoding because of the

more consistent correlation between graphemes and phonemes (Davies, Cuetos, & Glez-

Seijas, 2007; Serrano & Defior, 2008). Unlike English, Spanish has a shallow

orthography where most letters represent one sound (Baker, Cummings, Good, &

Smolkowski, 2007). This facilitates decoding and allows students to be more successful

readers once they develop the alphabetic principle. Furthermore, Spanish vowels have
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the same letter name and phoneme; the vowel name says its sound. This, coupled with

the dominant open-syllable structure of Spanish, causes phonemes to be taught together

as consonant-vowel pairs in syllables (Barbosa Heldt, 1971; Serrano & Defior, 2008).

Consonants are introduced according to their frequency or to alphabetic order (Barbosa

Heldt, 1971). Upon knowing open syllables, students reading in Spanish can easily

decode multisyllabic words.

Nevertheless, there is scant documentation on methods for teaching reading in

Spanish as the L1, possibly because the shallow orthography makes it easier to decode

words and requires less instruction. An older Spanish L1 textbook by Barbosa Heldt

(1971) summarizes common instructional methods. It lists the letter names,

syllabification (breaking words into syllables), and phonics as the primary approaches for

teaching the alphabetic principle. It does not explain how these differ for a shallow

orthography, though. In fact, the methods listed in each approach reflect English phonics

instruction practices; some even state that they have been modified from French, German,

and English teaching strategies. While the textbook states it uses psychological theory, it

does not cite research on the efficacy of the methods. Thus, it is difficult to know if the

methods offer advantages for Spanish instruction or simply reflect trends in teaching

reading in English. The textbook does not address anything beyond letters and sounds,

leaving even less information on instructional methods for other components of reading--

such as fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension--after students learn to decode in

Spanish.

Not surprisingly, FL instruction does not focus on the mechanics of reading

because students are usually literate in their L1 prior to beginning FL study. FL
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instruction assumes that these processes will be transferred (Grabe & Stoller, 2002) and

instead looks to comprehension (Omaggio Hadley, 2000), which requires vocabulary

knowledge. However some students, such those with LD or non-literate heritage

language speakers, may have FL vocabulary but still struggle to decode words because

they have not mastered the alphabetic principle. Thus, they are unable to demonstrate

reading comprehension, which impacts their performance in FL classes. Modifying FL

reading instruction to reflect the skills taught in L1 reading instruction may help support

these students. The next chapter examines what LD is and how it affects decoding skills

in order to propose reading interventions.
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Chapter 4: Learning Disabilities and Student Characteristics

LD DEFINITION

Like reading, learning disabilities have been defined in many ways using different

constructs. There is some debate over whether the causes of LD are cognitive, biological,

or psycholinguistic, however cognitive processes are most widely accepted (Serrano &

Defior, 2008). This can be seen by the use of the term “psychological processes” in the

federal definition for LD provided by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

(IDEA, 2004). Because IDEA determines educational policy and provides specific

guidelines for identification, assessment, eligibility, and services, it is most applicable to

classroom practice. The law states:

The term “specific learning disability” means a disorder in one or more of the

basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language,

spoken or written, which disorder may manifest itself in the imperfect ability to

listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or do mathematical calculations. (20 USC

104, section 602 (30) (A))

Thus, psychological processes affect language use, which impacts learning.

The limitation of LD to dysfunction in cognitive processes means that LD exists

independent of other personal or environmental factors. LD cannot be attributed to low

intelligence, another physical disability, or lack of instruction ([IDEA], 2004). In fact,

many students with LD have above-average intelligence and may be highly motivated

(Hallahan et al., 2005).
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While the LD definition states that psychological processing is responsible for

cognitive dysfunction, the types of processes vary among individuals. Consequently,

students with LD have different strengths and weaknesses depending on how their

disability affects them. Common learning disabilities include:

- auditory or visual processing disorders, which affect sensory perception despite

normal hearing or vision;

- nonverbal learning disabilities, which affect visual-spatial, organizational, and

other processing functions;

- dyslexia, which affects the processing of written words;

- dysgraphia, which affects the forming of letters in writing;

- dyscalculia, which affects the processing of numbers and mathematical

concepts. (Hallahan et al., 2005)

Thus, LD is a heterogeneous disorder occurring along a spectrum. A student may not

exhibit weaknesses in all of the abilities mentioned in the federal definition, and students

with weaknesses in similar areas may be impacted to different degrees.

ISSUES IN LD ASSESSMENT

Assessment of LDs has been controversial because the spectrum of LD makes the

specific components causing LD difficult to isolate. The current IQ-achievement

discrepancy model has been criticized as a “wait to fail” model because a student must

have a history of failure in order to show that he has not performed commensurate with

his IQ (Hallahan et al., 2005). Students are often in the third grade before they are

identified as performing below grade level; by then the gap is so large between their
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performance and that of their peers that it becomes more difficult to close. Additionally,

the IQ-achievement discrepancy approach has not been able to consistently differentiate

between LD and other factors that result in differences in performance. Furthermore, LD

may occur with behavior disorders, complicating not only how a student learns, but also

how that student’s difficulties are perceived and assessed.

Concerns from the “wait-to-fail” approach have led to the response to intervention

model which is gaining popularity for advocating tiered interventions to address

weaknesses as they appear instead of after a student has failed. This ensures that all

students––those who struggle independent of LD, those who are never diagnosed as LD,

those with limited language skills, and those with LD––may learn. Nevertheless, it is

important to identify LD so that students receive services and accommodations in order

to have an equal opportunity in education.

EDUCATION CONSTRUCT AND LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE

While students may be successful despite LD, they can only receive academic

support from IDEA if LD is negatively affecting their academic achievement. Thus, LD

is specific to how learning manifests itself in the classroom environment (Hallahan et al.,

2005) because the disability can only be understood in terms of academic objectives.

Similarly, an individual may acquire a second language multiple ways, however her

learning “problems” are only known when FL education compares her performance to

that of her classmates or her L1 abilities.

The presence of LD does not mean that students do not learn their L1––it only

means that they have difficulties in understanding or using language under certain
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conditions. This concept of completeness of language knowledge is also present in

theories of language acquisition. All children acquire their L1, regardless of intelligence

or motivation (Gass & Selinker, 2008). This is seen as “complete” knowledge, even if

there are discrepancies between individuals.

LD AND FL

Many LD advocacy groups caution that students with reading LDs will have

difficulties learning a FL and recommend that students be excused from FL coursework

(International Dyslexia Association, 2007a). Early studies document such struggles:

Dinklage (1971) established a connection between dyslexia and FL coursework after

observing a group of students at Harvard University. These students, who excelled in

other academic subjects, were unable to pass FL classes. Upon further study, Dinklage

found that many of these students exhibited signs of LD as children, but had learned

strategies to compensate in their L1. Triggered by FL study, the previous issues

resurfaced.

Over 20 years later, Mabbott (1995) adds that some students with mild LD go

undiagnosed until they struggle in college FL courses. Their problems paralleled the

warning sings for LD in a foreign language class according to the International Dyslexia

Association (2007a):

- inability to keep up with class pace

- hesitation when called upon

- disproportionate time spent on FL work when compared to other subjects
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Mabbott’s findings and Dinklage’s account, while significant, are not enough to

understand the relationship between LD and FL. In fact, Sparks (2006) has found that

some students experience LD-like problems in the FL class, but do not have specific LD.

This is significant, as it shows that problems in FL learning are not limited to those with

LD and suggests a spectrum for FL difficulties that has more universal applications along

the continuum of second language acquisition. Thus, Sparks highlights the importance of

L2 aptitude in the FL classroom. Yet high aptitude may not guarantee success in a FL

class. Furthermore, low aptitude does not necessarily indicate LD (Grigorenko, 2002;

Sparks, 2006); thus aptitude alone cannot explain the struggles of a student with LD in

the FL classroom. To better understand these issues, the cognitive variables that impact

FL learning should be examined and addressed.

SPECIFIC LD IN READING

While LD may impact a variety of skills to different degrees, the majority of

children with LD are characterized as language-impaired. According to Bryan, Bay,

Lopez-Reyna & Donahue (1991) this group is “less skilled than normal achievers on a

wide variety of phonological, semantic, syntactic, and communicative tasks” (cited in

Hallahan et al., 2005, p. 328). A specific LD in reading3 is the most common form of LD

and affects 15-20% of students in the United States (Hallahan et al., 2005).

The International Dyslexia Association (2007c) outlines the following

characteristics for students with a LD in reading:

3 As previously stated, a specific LD in reading is often referred to as dyslexia, however the term is not
used consistently throughout the literature. Other common terms are “reading disability” and “reading
disorder” (International Dyslexia Association, 2007b).
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- slow or inaccurate reading

- poor spelling

- poor writing

- mixing up similar words

This results in problems such as:

- learning letters and their sounds (alphabetic principle)

- reading quickly enough to comprehend (fluency)

- organizing written and spoken language

- completing longer reading assignments

- spelling

None of these problems are specific to comprehension; rather they relate to the decoding

and fluency skills necessary for comprehension.

Cognitive Processes for L1 Reading

Cognitive processing disorders impact reading skills which impede learning and

result in LD. L1 research on reading in English has identified phonological awareness, or

the ability to manipulate groups of sounds in spoken words, as one of the primary

cognitive processes affected by LD in reading (Hallahan et al., 2005; Honig et al., 2008;

International Dyslexia Foundation, 2007c). One manual for teaching reading states that

“more than ninety percent of students with significant reading problems have a core

deficit in the ability to process phonological information” (Honig et al., 2008, p. 122).

Consequently, phonological awareness is a primary concern.
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Phonological awareness encompasses the psychological processes that allow one

to recognize rhyme between words or identify smaller components of words such as

syllables and sounds (phonemes). As a subset of phonological awareness, phonemic

awareness is the ability to manipulate individual sounds in spoken words. Phonemic

awareness allows students to engage in the processes involved in reading as listed in

Table 1 below.

Table 1: Phonemic Awareness Processes (adapted from Armbruster et al., 2001)

PA Processes Example (Note: these are spoken activities
for English.)

Isolate phonemes Recognize the first phoneme in a word.
The first sound in bat is /b/.

Identify phonemes Recognize the same phoneme in different words.
Bat, box, and big have the sound /b/ in common.

Categorize phonemes Recognize the phoneme that differs in a group of words.
Map does not belong in the group bat, back, map.

Blend phonemes Combine a sequence of phonemes to form a word.
/b/ /a/ /t/ makes the word bat.

Segment phonemes Break a word into separate phonemes (often taping or
counting the individual sounds).
Bat has three sounds: /b/ /a/ /t/.

Delete phonemes Remove a phoneme to create a new word.
Box without the /b/ is ox.

Add phonemes Add a phoneme to create a new word.
Add an /s/ to mall and the new word is small.

Substitute phonemes Substitute a phoneme to create a new word.
Change the /b/ in ball to /m/ and get mall.

While phonemic awareness is specific to spoken language, it has a tremendous

impact on the ability to read written language, specifically English. The abilities to blend
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and segment phonemes are necessary for decoding print and reading words; consequently

students with weak phonemic awareness will struggle to become skilled at decoding

(Hallahan et al., 2005; Honig et al., 2008), which impacts their comprehension.

Phonemic awareness also influences productive skills, such as spelling (National Reading

Panel, 2000).

Phonemic awareness is important because it allows students to benefit from

phonics instruction. In order for students to achieve reading success based on their

phonemic awareness, they must be able to associate phonemes with graphemes. Phonics

is the understanding of this relationship and complements phonemic awareness by

showing students how to connect letters to sounds when they read (and write) words. If

students do not recognize this relationship, they will struggle to decode words. This may

result in guessing words instead of reading them.

In an extensive review of research on reading, the National Reading Panel (2000)

has found phonemic awareness to be one of the two most consistent predictors of success

for children learning to read in English because of its link to decoding. Phonemic

awareness is also important because it is one of the few factors contributing to reading

success that can be effectively taught and the benefits of instruction last over time.

Furthermore, phonemic awareness is effective across different teaching conditions,

learners,4 grade levels, and ages.

According to the research it surveyed, the National Reading Panel (2000) outlines

the characteristics of successful phonemic awareness instruction. Good phonemic

awareness instruction limits the number of phoneme manipulation activities to one or two
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of the types listed in Table 1 (page 19). Most texts on teaching English reading

emphasize that those types be segmenting and blending which are the more difficult

activities on the phonemic awareness spectrum (Armbruster et al., 2001; Hallahan et al.,

2005; Honig et al., 2008; National Reading Panel, 2000). Effective instruction is coupled

with phonics.5 The National Reading Panel concludes that the best reading instruction is

led by trained instructors with small groups of students.

To implement effective phonemic awareness instruction, the National Reading

Panel (2000) recommends 10-15 minutes of instruction per day for kindergartners and 10

minutes per day for the first three months of first grade. If students are not automatically

recognizing words or not reading at grade level in second grade and above, the National

Reading Panel recommends 15 minutes of phonemic awareness instruction per day as an

intervention for as long as it is needed. This applies to students with LD in reading. The

National Reading Panel finds phonemic awareness to be effective through the sixth

grade, which corresponds with the beginning of middle school when students often begin

learning a FL.

Cognitive Processes for FL Reading

The National Reading Panel findings may also be applicable to FL reading

instruction if phonemic awareness instruction helps students with difficulties in FL

reading. The Linguistic Coding Differences Hypothesis ([LCDH] Sparks, Ganschow, &

Pohlman, 1989) provides a theoretical link to argue that phonemic awareness should be

4 Meaning both English L1 and English language learners learning to read in English.
5 While the National Reading Panel recognizes phonemic awareness and phonics as high predictors of
reading success, some students can develop reading strategies without these processes. They may learn to
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considered. According to the LCDH, L1 skills including phonology/orthography, syntax,

and semantics “provide the basic foundation for FL learning” (Sparks & Ganschow,

2001, p. 39). These skills correspond directly with those affected by a language-based

LD. Consequently, a reading LD in the L1 would transfer to the FL. Of the foundational

L1 skills, phonology makes the strongest impact on FL learning (Sparks, Ganschow,

Kenneweg, & Miller, 1991). This suggests that activities that develop phonemic (and

thus phonological) awareness could support students struggling to read in the FL. Thus,

it is no surprise that English FL literature names phonemic awareness as key for FL

success (Hu & Schuele, 2005; Sarkadi, 2008; Sparks et al., 1991) and phonemic

awareness instruction as a successful intervention in supporting students with LD

(Nijakowska, 2008).

Yet, the support for phonemic awareness in FL education comes from English FL

instruction. While it makes sense that an English L1 teaching method would transfer to

English FL, there are significant differences among languages that make it impossible to

generalize the role of phonemic awareness to all FL reading instruction. First, phonemic

awareness may only be important for decoding in languages with deep orthographies like

English. It may not play the same role in languages such as Spanish with shallower,

more consistent orthographies. Second, students learning a foreign language usually

learn to read while developing their vocabulary. This differs from students learning to

read in their first language where they already have a large vocabulary and only need

decoding skills to recognize known words. The question remains if phonemic awareness

read by recognizing whole words or by using analogies between known words and new words (Honig et al.,
2008). Although they do not use phonics, they do not necessarily have a learning disability.
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is important for FL students who do not have large vocabularies and thus will have a

harder time comprehending based on decoding alone.

It should be noted that FL literature often looks at the larger area of phonological

awareness instead of phonemic awareness (Hu & Schuele, 2005; Serrano & Defior,

2008). This is because the structures of certain languages do not need to differentiate

between the two cognitive processes as does English. Languages such as Spanish with a

dominant open syllable structure have only two components in the syllable: the consonant

and the vowel, such as in the one syllable word “la.” English, on the other hand, has a

dominant closed syllable structure; at the most basic level, closed syllables are made up

of the three components: consonant-vowel-consonant, as in “dog.” These three

components divide the syllable into two parts: the onset (initial consonant: “d”) and the

rime (closing vowel-consonant: “og”). Phonological awareness in English shows that a

student can differentiate between the onset “d” and rime “og,” whereas phonemic

awareness reflects a finer distinction between the phonemes within the rime, or “o”

versus “g.” But open syllables do not have this complexity, so in the case of “la” it is

impossible for researchers to know if students are differentiating between “l” as onset and

“a” as rime (phonological awareness) or “l” as one phoneme and “a” as another

(phonemic awareness).

Knowing the importance of phonological awareness in English L1 decoding raises

questions about its role in decoding shallower orthographies. Supposing that shallow

orthographies facilitate decoding, such languages should lessen the cognitive demands on

students with LD and improve reading. Studies examining reading performance in

shallower orthographies show that some students still have difficulties learning to decode
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(Hallahan et al., 2005). Their difficulties parallel those of an LD in English; namely, they

read slowly which impedes comprehension. Thus, LD can exist in shallow

orthographies.

Serrano & Defior (2008) add to this understanding in their study of 30 Spanish-

speaking students in Spain, ages eight to sixteen. To determine the effects of LD on

reading in a shallow orthography, they compared students with specific LD in reading

with two control groups: non-LD students of the same age and non-LD students of the

same reading ability. Serrano & Defior then administered reading measures and

phonological awareness tasks, monitoring both speed and accuracy. They found that

students with LD performed significantly worse than their age-matched peers and slightly

worse than younger students at the same reading level. These differences were even

greater when time was considered, showing that LD affects accuracy more than speed in

shallow orthographies. This means that Spanish students with LD may read a word

correctly, but take a longer time to do it. This still affects comprehension and reading

performance. Shallow orthographies do not resolve decoding problems; rather they shift

the symptoms of LD to impact decoding a different way.

While Serrano & Defior (2008) did not examine the effect of phonological

awareness on the reading measures, their results show that LD students have weaker

phonological awareness. Telling work would examine the impact of phonological

awareness instruction on this group to see if it helps mitigate slower reading speeds.

Other research shows that phonological awareness extends beyond decoding to

vocabulary development (Papagno & Vallar, 1992; Sarkadi, 2008). Studies examining

the correlation between phonological awareness and the ability to learn nonnative names
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(or nonsense words that follow L2 syllable structure and spelling rules) have found that

phonological awareness does impact FL vocabulary acquisition. Papagno and Vallar

(1992) compared the impact of phonological awareness on repeating nonnative names

and known words on Italian adults who were not currently enrolled in FL courses. They

found that a higher phonological awareness facilitated the repetition of nonnative names

whereas it had no impact on known words. Thus, phonological awareness impacts FL

vocabulary learning but does not help retain known words.

More recently, Hu & Schuele (2005) studied 148 Mandarin-speaking third graders

who had just begun to learn English as a FL. They separated the group into quartiles

according to their performance on phonological awareness measures (categorizing and

deleting phonemes, as in Table 1) conducted in Mandarin. Then, they conducted four

associative learning tasks. The first three tasks focused on verbal word learning for

nonsense L1 words, nonsense L2 words, and real L1 words. The fourth task, visual name

learning, explored the ability to associate an image with a name (represented by a

scribble to avoid reading).

Hu & Schuele (2005) found that the bottom and top quartiles for phonological

awareness differed most in their performance on the novel nonnative name and the novel

native name tasks. Those with lower phonological awareness were less successful in

learning novel names. Yet the groups performed similarly on the familiar name task and

the same on the visual name task. Thus, Hu & Schuele (2005) conclude that students

“with poorer phonological awareness had difficulty in associative learning only when the

materials to be learned involved novel, verbal information” (p. 354). The success of both
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groups to learn visual names proves that name learning is not a visual issue, but one

related to phonological processing.

Hu & Schuele’s (2005) work shows that phonological awareness extends beyond

decoding skills in the L1 to impact learning new words in the L2. Since the greatest

difference between the groups’ performance was the novel nonnative names,

phonological awareness may have a greater impact on L2 vocabulary learning than L1

vocabulary learning. This means that students with lower phonological awareness will

not necessarily perform notably lower than those with higher phonological awareness in

L1 vocabulary learning, but upon entering the FL classroom, may struggle. Because this

study used participants who had not been identified with LD, it shows that there are at-

risk foreign language learners who will go undiagnosed but may struggle with reading in

the FL classroom.

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS IN FL INSTRUCTION

Some university professors report success upon integrating aspects of

phonological awareness instruction for English L1 students with LD in Spanish FL class.

Hodge (1998) recommends that the FL instructor provide “remediation” or intervention

activities for students with LD. Her strategies, listed in Table 2 (page 27) can be grouped

according to the components of L1 English reading instruction that affect decoding:

phonemic awareness and phonics. Like the Spanish L1 reading methods textbook

previously mentioned (Barbosa Heldt, 1971), Hodge does not address fluency,

vocabulary, nor comprehension. This is unfortunate given Serrano & Defior’s (2008)

findings on the effect of LD on reading speed in Spanish. While Hodge’s anecdotal
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comments suggest the promise of phonological awareness instruction in Spanish FL

courses, they should not be mistaken for research-based findings.

Table 2: Remediation Strategies for LD Students in Spanish FL (Hodge, 1998)

Component of Reading Instruction Method

Phonemic / Phonological Awareness Develop awareness of every sound, blend,
vowel, and diphthong.
Teach syllabication rules (blending).
Teach how to sound out words.

Phonics Teach the Spanish alphabet.
Teach the relationships of sounds and letters.
Teach spelling rules for letters that change their
sound according to vowel pair (e.g. ca-co-cu-
que-qui for the “hard C” sound).

Arries (1999) also comments on his experience as a Spanish FL professor. He

advocates four strategies for supporting students with LD. The first, “Enhance

Phonological Processing” involves creating flashcards with consistently color-coded

vowels to assist in the processing of vowel sounds. This, Arries states, leads to improved

vocabulary learning and listening comprehension. This account does little to explain how

the vowel-coded flashcards support reading skills and instead reflects a common strategy

for memorizing FL vocabulary.

Like other FL educators (Nijakowska, 2008; Sparks et al, 1991; Miller, 1991),

Arries (1999) draws upon components of multisensory structured language teaching that

uses “visual, auditory, and kinesthetic-tactile pathways simultaneously to enhance

memory and learning of written language” (International Dyslexia Association, 2007d, p.

1). This means that students are taught to see a letter, say its sound, hear a sound, and
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write it (Hallahan et al., 2005). While supported by the International Dyslexic

Association as an approach that benefits students who struggle to learn a FL,

multisensory structured language teaching simply reflects the Orton-Gillingham

Approach for teaching English L1 reading to students with LD (Hallahan et al., 2005).

The National Reading Panel (2000) acknowledges that some of the Orton-Gillingham

methods are consistent with effective instruction, however the effect size is much smaller

than that of explicit instruction that addresses phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency,

vocabulary, and comprehension (Hallahan et al., 2005). While Arries (1999) and Hodge

(1998) have used phonological awareness instruction in Spanish FL classes for students

with LDs, their methods do not test the validity of applying an English L1 strategy for

reading in Spanish.
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Chapter 5: Implications for Interventions

Clearly, there is a lack of research on effective Spanish reading instruction in the

L1 and the FL, so many educators modify English reading instruction hoping to serve

student needs. With this, they should consider tailoring instruction for students with LD

to address Spanish syllable structure, phonological characteristics, and reading speed.

Instead of solely focusing on phonemic awareness, interventions should work

with phonological awareness and syllable manipulation because of the open syllable

structure of Spanish. Students should first be taught vowel sounds. Then, they can

engage in activities across the spectrum of phonological awareness in Table 3 (below).

Table 3: Activities for Phonological Awareness in Spanish

Activity Example

Identifying and working with individual
phonemes in spoken syllables.

Sound discrimination.
Segmenting and blending sounds.

Identifying and working with syllables in
spoken words.

Syllable discrimination.
Segmenting and blending syllables.

Indentifying and making oral rhymes. Singing songs.
Anticipating missing words in nursery
rhymes and tongue twisters.

As students become proficient with open-syllable activities, they should be introduced to

blends, diphthongs, and hiatus (two consecutive vowels in unique syllables). The

phonological awareness activities may be appropriate for the whole class but should take

no more than fifteen minutes of class time each day according to the National Reading

Panel (2000) findings. If only specific students need reading support, the instructor
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should differentiate activities so that struggling readers work on appropriate interventions

while the rest of the class engages in extensive silent reading or other independent work.

Phonological awareness activities may introduce phonemes according to their

frequency in Spanish L1 reading (Barbosa Heldt, 1971). Instructors should also consider

transfer from English. Thus, phoneme sequence should be based on frequency in

Spanish, similarity to English, and ease of articulation. Furthermore, similar phonemes

(such as “b” and “d”) should not be introduced at the same time to avoid confusion

(Armbruster et al., 2001). A ten-week program could introduce phonemes according to

the letter sequence in Table 4 (below), with special attention on the bolded letters due to

their difference with English. Like effective English instruction, these phonemes should

be taught with the letter to which they correspond. While the number of phonemes per

week exceeds the usual amount for L1 reading instruction, this plan assumes that students

will transfer most phonemes from English.

Table 4: Sequence of Phonemes for Spanish FL Instruction

Week 1 a, e, i, o, u

Week 2 s, n, l, t

Week 3 f, ch, p, m

Week 4 c(k), r, rr

Week 5 c(s), z(s), d

Week 6 j, h, q(k)

Week 7 ll, y

Week 8 b, v

Week 9 ñ, x, k

Week 10 g, gü, w
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Phonological awareness and phonics instruction must also be coupled with real

reading. Instructors should remember that LD impacts fluency more than accuracy

(Serrano & Defior, 2008). When instructors wish to evaluate reading comprehension,

they should allow extended time for students with LD. Instructors should also promote

fluency development through timed, paced readings (Grabe & Stoller, 2002). These

readings are not to be assessed in terms of comprehension; instead, students should know

that they are to help them train to improve reading speed (Bamford & Day, 2008).

Instructors can also support fluency development through extensive reading, however this

may be too difficult for students with LD to sustain when they first begin reading in

Spanish.

Lastly, FL instructors must remember that reading is only one language skill. If

they wish to evaluate speaking, listening, and writing, then they must design assessments

that appropriately reflect those skills. Often, vocabulary is quizzed through reading.

However, instructors should consider oral vocabulary assessments as alternatives for

struggling readers. Given the importance of tests to pass FL courses, instructors must be

sure to create fair assessments that evaluate appropriate language skill. In this way, they

can also create fair classrooms that support students with LD.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

This report summarizes foreign language education, reading approaches, and the

cognitive processes impacting reading skills to understand how learning disabilities affect

FL reading. Much of the literature on effective instruction--regardless of language--looks

to phonemic and phonological awareness as keys for success due to their role in

decoding. While this has been supported by English reading research, it has yet to be

replicated in Spanish. Nonetheless, phonological awareness is still important in reading

in Spanish, as it is associated with fluency and vocabulary acquisition. Thus, the report

suggests that Spanish FL instructors couple phonological awareness activities with other

interventions to support readers in their classroom.

While there is some understanding of how cognitive variables from LD impact FL

reading, more research is needed so that instructors can know which interventions will be

most effective in aiding struggling FL readers. The benefits of such interventions will

extend beyond serving students with LD to heritage language students developing

literacy in a language they already speak. Given that the metalinguistic knowledge from

learning a FL improves L1 skills (Crombie, 1997), reading instruction in FL could also

assist students with LD in their first language.
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